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Abstract— For asymptotically optimal sampling-based path
planners such as RRT*, path quality improves as the number
of samples added to the motion tree increases. However, each
additional sample requires a nearest-neighbor search. Calculating state transition costs can be particularly difficult in cases
with complex dynamics such as aerial vehicles in non-isotropic
cost fields like wind. Computationally costly nearest neighbor
searches increase the time required to add new samples to the
search tree, thereby reducing the likelihood of finding low-cost
paths in a given computational time. In this paper, we propose
the use of a lightweight neural network to approximate nearest
neighbor cost calculations. The network approach uses a lowdimensional encoding of the cost space along with a start and
goal query pair and returns an estimate of the path cost that
can be used for nearest neighbor and path validity estimation.
We demonstrate our method for a Dubins airplane model in
a 3D wind field and show that the network method achieves
equivalent path lengths as an existing iterative solver 32 % faster
and, when given the same search time, up to 10.8 % shorter.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sampling-based planners such as rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) offer appealing properties for solving
planning problems in high-dimensional search spaces with
dynamic constraints. Some RRT variants, such as RRT*,
provide formal guarantees including probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality [1]. These algorithms can
effectively run as anytime solvers - providing monotonically
lower cost solutions as computation time is increased. This
property is particularly useful for planning with autonomous
vehicles which have dynamics constraints and operate in
complex cost spaces [2]. However, a limitation of these
methods is that when adding a new state to the search tree
they require calculation of the nearest (lowest cost) existing
neighbor in the tree. RRT* also requires an additional nearest
neighbor search during the rewiring stage in case of a nonsymmetric cost space. This search requires an optimal cost
metric that provides the true lowest cost between a pair
of states. Calculating the optimal cost between any pair of
states is not always straightforward and often computationally expensive [3], especially in the case of complex cost
fields. Non-isotropic vector cost fields, such as wind for
aerial vehicles and currents for underwater vehicles, often
have no closed-form solution, requiring iterative solvers and
significant computation for every start/goal-pair cost query.
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Fig. 1: Visualization of aerial vehicle path planning. The vehicle
must navigate from the green to the red region, through a complex
wind field and avoiding terrain. The RRT* motion tree is shown
in yellow (Dubins airplane path curves are not shown). The final
path, with Dubins airplane paths, is shown in red.

This additional cost penalty can limit the effectiveness
of the planning algorithm, especially in applications with
limited computational resources and time. This is particularly
important in applications such as small UAVs operating in
wind fields. Because small UAVs are lightweight and have a
low moments of inertia, they can be easily disturbed by wind
[4]. Furthermore, small UAVs often fly close to the ground,
so wind disturbances may lead to crashes. To prevent such
events, an online path planner may be used on UAVs to
avoid (or even take advantage of) wind disturbances, and
RRT-based methods are particularly appealing due to the
anytime solution capability and elegant handling of dynamic
constraints. In the context of UAVs flying in windy conditions, the optimal path is often considered as the minimumtime path, such that the local cost metric is the minimum
time required to fly between two poses. Minimum time is
also equivalent to minimum path length assuming a fixed
air-relative speed. Using Euclidean distance between two
states is not sufficient for estimating the cost, as it leads
to high errors of more than 140 % of the true cost and
thus results in sub-optimal paths during planning. Instead,
fixed-wing UAV models often use the time-optimal Dubins
airplane path [5], an approximation for fixed-wing UAV
motion based on piece-wise constant curvature and straightline path segments.

While the optimal Dubins airplane cost has a partial
analytic solution for zero or uniform wind [6], the current
computational bottleneck for RRT-based path planning lies
in finding the optimal Dubins path between two poses in
the presence of non-uniform wind [7]. Currently, this computation uses an expensive iterative solver and reduces the
number of explored states in the RRT* motion tree to 0.5 %
compared to the number of nodes added using a Euclidean
distance approximation. Over 95 % of the time for the nearest
neighbor search is spent in the iterative algorithm, which
leads to fewer path planning iterations and a sub-optimal
final path.
In this work, we develop a learned approach to replace
the expensive iterative search for estimating path cost and
validity in a non-isotropic cost field (wind) for a 3D Dubins
airplane model. Our approach uses a convolutional neural
network to encode the 3D wind field into a low-dimensional
latent space. This code is appended to start/goal-pair location
queries, and a multi-layer fully connected network estimates
the path cost and validity. This provides fixed-time, highspeed inference for path cost estimation, allowing the search
tree to explore more of the state space and find lowercost paths. Our work is integrated into an RRT* planning
pipeline implemented in C++ with the Open Motion Planning
Library (OMPL) [8], and shown to consistently reduce the
computational bottleneck for UAV path planning, thereby
moving towards online, in-flight planning. A visualization
of our approach is shown in Fig. 1.
II. RELATED WORK
Aerial vehicle planning in 3D wind represents a complex
challenge due to a high-dimensional state space, dynamic
constraints, and non-isotropic (direction dependent) costs.
Mathematically appealing methods such as wavefront expansion for non-isotropic costs [9], [10] are often limited
to lower dimensional spaces or have limited capabilities
for dynamic constraints. Sampling-based approaches work
well for higher-dimensional planning, but previous methods
assume constant wind over each planning edge [11], or use
costly forward-propagation methods [12].
Sampling-based planning methods such as PRM- and
RRT-based approaches require a cost metric that calculates
the optimal path cost between a pair of sample configurations
in collision-free space. In cases with complex dynamic
constraints, this metric can be hard to calculate, since it
requires solving the local planning problem between two
states. Previous work [13] shows that weighted variants of the
Euclidean metric do not always perform well. An approach
presented in [14] estimates the optimum cost-to-go metric offline using a higher-order state space projection before graph
construction. Other approaches show that improvements can
be made by approximating the local planner, for example
by linearizing the system dynamics [15], but this method
struggles with highly non-linear systems.
Recent research has explored approaches for estimating
cost metrics through machine learning to train a fast online
predictor from expert demonstrations. Various publications

demonstrate considerable improvement over Euclidean estimates through learning to approximate the two-point boundary problem for non-holonomic wheeled robots [16], [17],
and other approaches use machine learning to estimate cost
for kinodynamic RRT* planning [18], [19]. Direct learning
of the reachable set in the neighborhood of a quadrotor is
proposed by Allen and Pavone [20], using a support vector
machine (SVM). Neural RRT* [21] is a CNN which can
predict the probability distribution of the optimal path on the
map and guides the sampling process in a 2D environment.
Reinforcement learning (RL) approaches for approximating
local planners are explored to improve prediction times in
PRM and RRT planners [22], [23]. However, these approaches focus on system dynamics, and do not consider
asymmetric or non-isotropic environmental costs.
Our work approaches this problem by providing information about the environmental costs to the local planner
cost estimator. In our application, we generate a lowerdimensional latent-space representation of the full wind field
using an encoder network, inspired by previous work for
wind estimation near terrain [4]. Convolutions are particularly useful for planning because they are able to learn
spatial correlations. Alternative and potentially complementary approaches have also demonstrated improved planning
performance by learning network-encoded environment representations to generate biased sampling distributions [24],
[25], generating cost maps for inverse RL [26], or even the
full planning pipeline [27]. We take a similar approach for
encoding the wind field, but use the coded representation
as an input for the local path cost estimator in an RRT
framework. We do not use an end-to-end learning approach
to avoid issues related to generalization and data scarcity.
III. METHOD
We propose a neural network approach to estimate the
wind-aware, time-optimal cost for a Dubins airplane path
between a given start and goal pose in a full 3D wind
field. The estimator is then used online for nearest-neighbour
calculations of an RRT* planner.
A. Inputs and Outputs
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) have shown promising
results predicting local wind fields from given boundary
wind speeds and a terrain map [28]. This network encodes
the wind at each location in a spatially uniform threedimensional grid. Each cell in the grid is four dimensional,
with one dimension for each of the three wind directions,
and a fourth dimension indicating if the cell is terrain
or free space. As such a network is capable of running
at a constant rate during flight to predict the local wind
field around the UAV, its wind encoding can be directly
used as a low-dimensional latent space representation of
the local wind field. The reuse of this wind encoding for
the cost prediction neural network prevents any additional
computational overhead from re-encoding the wind field to a
lower dimension and only needs to be done once per planning
run. This design choice is motivated by the fact that the wind

B. Loss Function
We use a relative `1 loss for the cost prediction C and
a binary cross entropy loss with logits for the path validity
prediction loss Lpvalid . If a path is invalid, all the other losses
except the path validity loss are set to zero irrespective of
the prediction as seen in Equation 3. We normalize the cost
loss with the ground-truth path length to prevent over-fitting
to long paths with larger absolute cost losses.
As our two losses have different orders of magnitude
and represent different quantities, we need to balance their
contribution to the total loss to ensure convergence of all
training tasks. The total loss is computed as follows:
(
L (yn , f (xn , θ)) =

wC · LC + wpvalid · Lpvalid
wpvalid · Lpvalid

if valid path
otherwise
(3)
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encoder has an average inference time of 1.8 s while the cost
estimation (see Section III-C) exhibits an average inference
time of 9.5 × 10−6 s.
The input x for the downstream neural network used to
estimate cost consists of the wind encoding yenc ∈ R1024 , the
wind scale Unorm ∈ R1 which represents the strength of the
wind field, the length of each wind grid cell in all Cartesian
dimensions lgrid ∈ R3 , as well as the start Xstart ∈ R3 × S1
and goal Xgoal ∈ R3 × S1 poses (see Equation 1). Each pose
consists of 3D Cartesian coordinates respective to the wind
grid and a planar heading ψ.
The wind grid is encoded to a vector of length 1024 based
on the results of a hyperparameter selection study. A lower
wind encoding size resulted in poorer performance of the
network on the test set with an increase in the test loss
by 330 % and 350 % for wind encoding sizes of 256 and
64 respectively. An increase of the wind encoding size to
4096 led to generalization challenges between training and
validation set as the number of trainable parameters increased
and thus the test loss increased by 330 %.
The output y of the model consists of the cost C ∈ R+
and the path validity prediction pvalid ∈ {0, 1} (2). The
ground truth cost is equivalent to the length of the windaware Dubins path. The ground truth validity is set to zero
if the iterative algorithm fails to converge, otherwise to one.
In the case of an invalid path, the cost is set to zero.


(1)
xn = yenc Unorm lgrid Xstart Xgoal


yn = C pvalid
(2)
Inputs are normalized to the same order of magnitude with
the goal of speeding up the training and preventing large
gradients and saturation of the non-linear activation layers
(for example ReLUs). During the training of the VAE on
the wind fields, the wind speeds are normalized with a wind
speed scalar Unorm , which signifies the strength of the wind.
The coordinates of the start and goal poses are normalized
by the dimension of the wind field in the respective axis.
The heading angle of the UAV at the start and goal poses is
normalized by 2π.
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Fig. 2: The Learn to Path network. The wind field encoding (left)
is concatenated with the start/goal pair locations (center) to predict
path cost and path parameters.

where w corresponds to the individual weights of the loss
components which need to be tuned manually. As a result of
a hyperparameter selection study, we selected a cost weight
wC = 1 and a path validity weight of wpvalid = 0.5.
C. Network Architecture
A main challenge in our problem is the different orders of
magnitude of the inputs: the wind velocities of the wind grid
have a much higher dimensionality than the start and goal
poses. The first step to alleviate this is to split the network
into two parts and train a wind encoder using a VAE to infer
an intermediate wind encoding of size 1024. In a second step,
downsampling is used on the wind encoding and upsampling
on the poses and parameters to bring both parts to the
same dimensionality. Subsequently, the downsampled wind
encoding is concatenated with the upsampled parameters to
ensure convergence and an equal weighting of inputs.
The second challenge is that the network needs a large
enough number of trainable parameters to be able to solve
the cost estimation problem with sufficient accuracy. If the
prediction quality is not good enough, the RRT* planner will
misjudge the cost and sample sub-optimal nodes and paths,
which leads to a higher final path length. However, if the
number of parameters is too high, the inference time increases resulting in fewer completed path planning iterations
over a fixed time during deployment, which can also lead to
longer paths. Therefore, we found an optimal trade-off for
both the wind encoding size and the network architecture
to accomplish a good cost estimation performance with a
lightweight model architecture.
We evaluated various neural network architectures but
present only the best-performing model for the sake of
brevity. The network consists of about 9.97 × 104 learnable parameters. As shown in Fig. 2, the wind encoding
is downsampled from the size 1024 to 64 using a fullyconnected layer. At the same time, the start and goal poses
(each of size 4), the wind scale and the wind grid size (size
of 3) are upsampled together using a fully-connected layer
to a size of 64. Then the downsampled wind encoding is
concatenated with the upsampled parameters. Two additional

fully-connected layers with a size of 128 follow before the
dimension is reduced to the output size. After each fullyconnected layer, a Leaky ReLU [29] rectifier with a slope of
0.01 is used as the non-linearity.
D. Dataset Generation
To train our model, we created datasets that include wind
fields and parameterized wind-aware Dubins airplane paths.
Wind field: Our wind data consists of static 3D wind
fields with a size of approximately 1.1 × 1.1 × 0.8 km3 [4].
The wind fields are regular grids containing the terrain as a
distance field, and the wind speeds as a 3D vector at each
cell. Separate wind fields are used in the training, validation,
and test split to ensure our model is robust to different
environmental conditions. We use 5373 local wind fields in
the training set, 6708 in the validation set and 4764 in the
test set.
When building the dataset, random 643 regions are sampled from each wind field, and Dubins airplane paths are
formed within the sampled region.
Sampling strategy: To build a Dubins airplane path, we
first sample a start and goal pose in the 643 region. Poses are
sampled to mimic the distribution of start-goal cost queries
seen by nearest-neighbor search in the iterative algorithm’s
motion tree. More specifically, a start pose xs is sampled
uniformly at random from the field. The goal position xg
is generated by sampling an offset planar x-y distance
dp from a (positive-only)
truncated Gaussian distribution

N 2152, 10692 , a bearing direction ψp ∼
 U (0, 2π), and
an altitude difference zp ∼ N 0, 10582 . Sampled goal
positions are restricted to lie inside the wind grid. The sample
distribution parameters were determined from an analysis of
the cost queries performed when new states are added to the
RRT* motion tree.
An analysis of our neural network’s performance indicated that the time-optimal cost of short paths and lowaltitude paths are predicted with less accuracy. For this
reason, we introduced a bias during generation of the
training data such that, with probability pp = 0.25, the
planar distance is sampled from a uniform distribution
U (0, 500 m). Independently, the altitude difference is sampled from U (−100 m, 100 m) with probability pa = 0.25.
We compute 100 Dubins paths for every wind field to
make up our dataset. This results in 537300 paths in the
training set, 670800 paths in the validation set and 476400
paths in the test set.
E. Wind-aware Dubins Airplane Path
The Dubins airplane path is the shortest path between a
start and goal pose with a bounded curvature [5]. It consists
of segments with a minimum allowable turn radius rmin
and straight line segments. The climbing angle is constant
throughout the whole path.
We extend the original idea, which does not consider wind,
to the Wind-aware Dubins airplane path: the addition of
wind to the Dubins path computation means that in order for
the UAV to finish at the desired goal pose, our algorithm must

Fig. 3: A wind-corrected Dubins path: Arrows indicate the start
pose (green) original goal in inertial space (blue) and wind-aware
adjusted goal in wind-relative space (red). Wind pushes the UAV
towards the original goal, hence the wind-aware path is shorter.
Each segment of the path (helix spiral, right turn, straight, left turn)
is colored differently (yellow, dark blue, light blue, purple).

account for shifts in sections of the path caused by wind. The
resulting paths can differ from their original versions with
respect to total path length and shape.
An iterative algorithm is used to compute the path in the
presence of wind [7]. An example is shown in Fig. 3. In brief,
the iterative algorithm consists of three parts: first, the path
without wind is computed. Second, the wind information is
added by simulating the vehicle flying the path and drifting
away due to the wind resulting resulting in a shifted goal
pose with the respective wind drift. Third, a new virtual
goal state is calculated by subtracting calculated wind drift
from the original goal pose. The three steps are then repeated
iteratively with the new virtual goal pose until the groundrelative path end point and the original goal state have
converged within a certain threshold.
In some cases, the path between two states may be
classified as invalid. This indicates that the end pose of the
path has not converged below a specified distance threshold
within a number of allowed iterations.1 For example, too
strong wind can make the path infeasible.
If at any point the Dubins path drifts outside the bounds
of the 643 wind cube, we use the wind from the closest point
inside the cube during the iterative algorithm.
IV. RESULTS
Performance of path planning: Integration of our neural
network into a full path-planning framework reduces the
runtime of nearest-neighbor search within the RRT* algorithm [1]. Specifically, the N earest(·, ·), N ear(·, ·, ·) and
c(·) functions. The N earest(·, ·) function is called when
adding a new sampled state to the tree, and finds the single
nearest neighbor from the existing motion tree to the new
state. The N ear(·, ·, ·) function used during the rewiring step
finds a set of the k-nearest neighbors from the motion tree
to a new state. The c(·, ·) function returns the cost between
two states (or infinity if the path is invalid).
1 We

allow up to 12 iterations and maximum error of

√

3 m2

Number of nodes in motion tree
Seconds required to fly the path
(larger is better)
(smaller is better)
Mean wind
Max wind
NN
NN
Experiment
Iterative
NN
Iterative
NN
speed [m/s]
speed [m/s]
k-nearest
k-nearest
1
0.0023
0.023
235 ± 6
402 ± 6
396 ± 6
169.4 ± 10.2
171.9 ± 14.6
169.9 ± 9.3
2
0.0029
0.063
247 ± 5
415 ± 8
418 ± 7
209.3 ± 38.2
200.2 ± 41.4
203.8 ± 42.8
3
3.1
4.2
162 ± 5
326 ± 5
300 ± 5
137.2 ± 27.1
118.8 ± 18.7
129.4 ± 19.0
4
3.2
5.2
127 ± 5
263 ± 5
229 ± 4
169.4 ± 33.2
158.2 ± 27.4
166.6 ± 32.0
7.7
11.6
132 ± 3
254 ± 5
225 ± 4
87.7 ± 9.9
90.2 ± 10.1
89.6 ± 8.5
5
Median
160
326
300
159.6
148.1
156.5
TABLE I: Mean and standard deviation of motion tree size and flight time for iterative and neural network path planning, in various wind
conditions. The UAV airspeed is 15 m s−1 . The iterative algorithm estimates the cost required for RRT* path planning using an iterative
search for the wind-adjusted Dubins path. NN uses a neural network to approximate the cost and path validity for both N ear(·, ·) and
N earest(·, ·) functions, or for only the N ear(·, ·) function (k-nearest).

Fig. 4: Here we show the best path length from start to goal in the motion tree and the total number of RRT* iterations, for a fixed planning
time of 30 s. Data consists of 5 experiments and 100 trials per experiment. Path length and number of iterations are normalized by the
mean final path length (respectively, final number of iterations) of the iterative method per experiment. The plots show the mean across
all experiments and all trials. Our method is able to run approximately twice as fast as the iterative method and achieves an equivalent
path length after approximately 20 s.

We conducted five experiments, each using a different
wind field selected specifically from the test dataset to
analyze performance in various wind speeds and terrain
features. Table I gives a comparison of how quickly the
motion tree grows using an iterative solver versus a neural
network in a fixed amount of time, as well as the time
required for the UAV to fly the path. Statistics for each
experiment and planner combination are calculated over 100
trials. In each trial, the planner is allowed to run for 30 s
and the shortest path is extracted. The start and goal poses
are fixed for each experiment, so variability across trials in
an experiment is due to the random nature of RRT*. The
neural network was evaluated on a CPU, because the model
is small enough that overhead from transferring data to/from
a GPU actually slows down inference. We also evaluated
the path planner using the neural network only for the knearest neighbor search. Our hypothesis was that the nearest
neighbor search might be sensitive to returning the wrong
(not nearest) state resulting in inferior planning performance.
Over all experiments the neural network based approach
resulted in 4 % shorter paths after 30 s of planning time.
It required 32 % less time to find a solution compared to
the baseline method with the full planning time, shown in
Fig. 4. While the effects vary over the different wind fields
we observed that the neural network based approach performance was comparable to or better than the baseline iterative
method. The neural network performance is sufficient for the
nearest neighbor search, thus using it for all neighborhood

searches performs best.
Cost estimation and path validity prediction results:
Here we examine the accuracy of our neural network. The
relative cost error is defined as the `1 cost error divided by
). The network predicts
the ground-truth path length ( kĈ−Ck
C
the cost with a mean relative error of 3.52 %, which is
sufficient for use in our planning framework. There exists
a strong correlation between the relative cost error and the
ground-truth length of the path as seen in Fig. 5a. Even a
bias in the dataset towards short paths does not reduce the
relative error on short paths below 8 %. Figure 5b shows
a correlation between the average wind speed of the wind
field and the relative cost error. The relative cost error is
significantly higher for stronger winds. This may be due to a
bias of the training dataset towards wind fields with weaker
wind magnitudes. Furthermore the proposed model is able
to predict the validity of a path with a mean accuracy of
92.95 %. Paths in very weak wind are usually valid and those
in strong wind more often invalid, making validity easier to
predict and reducing path validity loss compared to paths
with medium wind speed (8–13 m s−1 ) which could be either
valid or invalid.
Spatial analysis of relative cost error: As the start
and goal poses are randomly sampled based on predetermined distributions, we investigated in detail the correlation
between relative cost error and position of the start and
goal pose in the wind grid. We conducted this analysis for
a chosen subset of wind fields with different mean wind

(a) Relative cost loss distribution over path length

(b) Relative cost loss distribution over wind scale

Fig. 5: Distribution of relative cost error in bins of the ground-truth path length and wind scale. The relative cost error is defined as the `1
cost error divided by the ground-truth path length. The white dot marks the median, the black bar signifies the 25th and 75th percentile.

Fig. 6: Spatial distribution of relative cost error depending on
position of goal pose in wind field with an average wind speed
of 6.94 m/s (medium wind strength). The start pose it always set
to (0, 0, 0). Both start and goal pose have a heading of 0°.

speeds. We always placed the start pose at grid coordinates
(0, 0, 0) with a heading of 0° and subsequently placed the
goal pose at every position in the discretized wind field
again with a heading of 0°. This allowed us to analyse the
correlation between relative cost error and the planar angle,
planar distance and vertical distance between the start and
goal poses.
Fig. 6 shows much higher relative cost errors for goal
positions close to the start position at the origin of the
coordinate system. In practice this poor cost estimate has a
small effect in RRT*, as only 5.3 % of start-goal queries have
a planar distance of 500 m or less. Additionally, the neural
network is better at estimating the cost of paths with large
altitude changes than paths with a low altitude difference
between the start and goal poses.
V. DISCUSSION
The results in Section IV showed much higher relative
cost errors on small paths and in wind fields with stronger
wind speeds. Even after adding a bias to the dataset favoring
short paths, the relative cost error for short paths remained

significantly higher than for long paths. It is conceivable that
our network is too lightweight to accurately solve a task
of this difficulty. Additionally, due to the UAV’s minimum
turning radius, short paths may require unexpected or large
maneuvers to reach the goal pose, which could be difficult
for our network to predict.
It proved to be very beneficial to split the networks in two
parts, as the encoding of the high dimensional wind input
is computationally demanding and thus would have slowed
down the cost estimation too much. Still, there exists an
important trade-off between quality of prediction (stemming
from the chosen number of trainable parameters) and the
runtime of the network which correlates to the number
of path planning iterations in a fixed time online on the
hardware.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a deep-learning based approach to
predict cost and path validity of time-optimal paths for a
UAV in complex wind. Our model is able to predict the cost
of Dubins paths with a mean relative error of 3.52 % and path
validity with an accuracy of 92.95 %. In a fixed planning
time, our approach doubles the size of the RRT* motion
tree compared to previous iterative methods and achieves an
equivalent path length 32 % faster.
This work can be extended in multiple ways:
• A separate network with more trainable parameters
could be used for short paths as the cost is much harder
to estimate for those paths.
• As a further extension of our work, information about
other airplanes or obstacles could be encoded to affect
path validity and cost. Additionally, we see applications
in aquatic domains to encode information about local
currents and waves for cost estimation in path planning.
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